Matthews Playhouse of the Performing Arts
“Theatre Matthews”
Theatre Phone Number 704 846-8343 www.mattthewsplayhouse.com
Lion King JR Summer Production Camp
Audition Information
Thank you for auditioning for our Lion King JR production.
information sheet completely and return it to the desk.

Please fill out the audition

YOU MUST BE AGE 9-16 to audition for this production.
After auditions you may receive a call from the director or Stage Manager for callbacks. Callbacks will
be held at a later date.
Not everyone will be called back.
Please do not call the theatre to find out if you are cast in the show. When the Director has that
information, the Stage Manager will call you. The staff does not have that information. We will post the
cast on the website as soon as we have the information available.

Production Fee: There will be a charge of $50. per actor for a production fee to help
cover the cost of costumes, sets and props.
Parents and/or family members of the children in the cast are required to volunteer for positions on this
production either backstage or in the box office. This is a volunteer organization and volunteers are
needed in every aspect on every production. Please do not audition or accept a role if you are not
willing to share your time or your financial support.

Rehearsals:
Rehearsals are listed on the separate rehearsal sheet. Please mark any
conflicts and return the sheet to the front desk.
Conflicts:

Please be sure to list all known conflicts on your audition form. Please be honest.
IF you are not available for all performance dates, we will not be able to cast you in this show.

Unfortunately, not everyone will be cast in this show. Please do not stop trying simply because you are
not cast. There will be many more shows and many more chances.

Summer Camps
We also offer a wide array of camps in drama and musical theatre, which help instill a sense of
confidence and ability to help you in auditioning. These camps do not require an audition. Broadway
Boot Camp, Improv, Acting Intensive and Wicked to name just a few.

Fall Performance Companies
Matthews Playhouse offers a large number of Performance companies during the school year for age 7
through high school. These companies each perform on stage with a full production with costumes, sets,
lights and props.
Please consider joining us during the school year for our School of Theatre for more performance
opportunities.
Thank you for auditioning for us and please come back and visit us again.

